
Name:: _________________ 

VALENTINE’S DAY,            

THE DAY OF LOVE AND 

FRIENDSHIP 

Every February 14, we celebrate Valentine's Day; and every 

year, shops and stores are filled with chocolates, teddy bears, 

flowers, and expressions of love for special ones. It is a very 

special day because love and friendship are honored, and the 

special people in your life are remembered. An interesting fact 

is that Valentine’s Day is not celebrated in all countries of the 

world, either for religious reasons or because there is no such 

custom. But why do we have that tradition in our country? The 

truth is that several theories could explain the celebration of this 

day: 

 

Theory Number 1: 

Around the third century, a young couple in love wanted to 

get married, but a law prohibited it. In spite of this, a priest 

named Valentine ignored the imposed laws and officiated 

weddings for these young lovers. During one wedding, 

they were discovered, and the emperor sent the priest 

Valentine to prison. It is said that he performed a miracle 

there; he returned the sight of a girl who was born blind. 

From then, he became a character very dear to the people. 

Unfortunately, this miracle did not stop the emperor from 

having him executed on February 14. Everyone mourned 

his loss, but he was especially remembered by the girl who 

regained her sight. In his honor, she planted an almond 

tree next to the tomb of Valentine as a symbol of friendship, 

gratitude, and true love. 
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Theory Number 2: 

In the nineteenth century, the sending of love and thanks cards to 

loved ones began to be frequent in February. So much so that the 

companies that created these cards publicized this special day 

everywhere. The reception was so good that the stores quickly 

ran out of stock. 

After the card fever, other companies joined, such as teddy bear 

factories, chocolate shops, or flower greenhouses. 

 

Theory Number 3: 

In some Nordic countries, in northern Europe, it is common 

to see the pairing and mating of birds during the month of 

February. This period is perceived as a symbol of union, 

love, and creation. That is why they celebrate that moment 

of the month as a representation of the corresponding love. 

Be it one theory or another, Valentine's Day is increasingly rooted in our culture, and 

there are basic gestures that are repeated around the world: 

- Give away chocolates or sweets. 

- Write and exchange cards between friends or lovers. 

- Give flowers to the person you want. 

- Give away teddy bears or similar. 

- Give a kiss, a hug, or a strong handshake to the person you esteem. 

However, in some countries, this day is celebrated in a different way. 

For example, in Finland, they do not give flowers or chocolates to the ones they love. 

Friends Day, or Ystävänpäivä, is celebrated there. To celebrate friendships, they 

exchange letters. 



 In South Korea, on the contrary, the day of love and 
friendship is celebrated on 4 different occasions 
throughout the year: February 14 is Valentine's Day, 
March 14 is White Day, April 14 is Black Day, and Pepero 
Day on November 11. On this special day, women are 
responsible for giving their loved one huge amounts of 
chocolates and candies. Sometimes, instead of buying the 
sweets, they bake them. On March 14, it is the men who 
give chocolates and flowers to their partners. On April 14, 

or Black Day, single people without a special person in their life, meet and eat black 
noodles, known as Jajangmyon, to celebrate the sadness of continuing without 
finding love. 

This year we will celebrate Valentine's Day at school by 
designing cards to exchange them between classmates. It 
will be special because we can use bright cards and markers 
in hundreds of colors. We have to write a rhyme or a small 
poem in each of the cards. It will be a lot of fun. 

And you, will you celebrate Valentine?       
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